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Abstract
Recently, the infection transmitted by the latest coronavirus (COVID-19), was associated with significant increase in morbidity and mortality, reflecting major
public health issue. However, Ramadan fasting throughout an outbreak may be a new phenomenon for many of Muslims worldwide. The aim of this review was to
determine the impact of Ramadan fasting on immune system function during COVID-19 pandemic. This review gathered the contemporary information throughout
PubMed, Scopus, and Science Direct databases from relevant articles, to provide understanding of the potential impact of Ramadan fasting on the immune system
during pandemic viral infection. The results of this review show many justifiable concerns arise to the consequences of refraining the body from essential nutrients and
fluids for prolonged periods of time through a day. Especially this practice might intricate the health status of selected groups including the elderly and people having
chronic diseases. On the other hand, many studies suggest that intermittent fasting boost the immune response of the body towards infections. Furthermore, there is
no conclusive evidence regarding the relationship between fasting and increasing or decreasing the risk of catching a virus or improving oxidative stress status as well.
Therefore, Muslims who practice fasting during pandemic face a circumstance in which no concrete scientific evidence proves the safety or danger of this religious
practice. We conclude that there are proven benefits of fasting in augmenting the immune response; however, this summoned by many factors including general health
status of the person who fasts, lifestyle, and epidemiological circumstances.

Abbreviations:

COVID-19: Coronavirus; WHO: World
health organization; DIT: Developmental immunotoxicology;
EPA: Eicosapentaenoic acid; DHA: Docosahexaenoic acid; ACE 2:
Angiotensin converting enzyme-2; HCoV-NL63: Human coronavirus
NL63; AF: Allele frequencies; AIDS: Acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome; COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; TBARS:
Thiobarbituric acid reactive substances; SOD: Superoxide dismutase;
MDA: Malondialdehyde.

Introduction
Recently, the infection transmitted by the latest SARS-COV-2,
recognized as coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19), was already
associated with significant increase in mortality and morbidity,
reflecting major public health issue [1]. This year adult healthy Muslims
are dealing with new experimentation: the COVID-19 pandemic.
Fasting throughout an outbreak may be a new phenomenon for
many of us. Fasting is an obligation that not only nourishes the inner
self and the closeness to God, but it also improves the safety of the
body. Gaining weight and obesity contributed to the risk of adipose
tissue and increase the creation of inflammatory factor [2]. However,
behavioral changes and its improvement accompanying fasting can
be beneficial in lowering body fat and risk of inflammation. Several
findings have already shown the implications of Muslim fasting on
physiology and disease pathology [3]. Researches have shown that
fasting during the holy month of Ramadan is successful in modification
of triglyceride and overall HDL- cholesterol [4]. The impact of fasting
on the regulation the activity of immune system is another concern
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considered by researchers. Conflicting finding have been published for
diverse immune modulatory signs in healthy and unhealthy volunteers
observing the Holy month of Ramadan [5]. However, fasting has been
proposed to modulate the immune system significantly. Since these
restricting the overall consumption of nutrients could affectively weaken
the immune system [6] and associated with biochemical changes [7].
In other hand, fasting cycle, significantly improve persons immune
system which is damaged bay aging and chemotherapy [8]. Generally,
calorie consumption during Ramadan is lower than at other period
of the years, evidence suggest that this decline of daily calorie intake
and deprivation significantly strengthens the immune system [8,9].
The result of antibody assessment from 35 healthy volunteers during
Ramadan fasts, evaluated that the amount of lymphocyte decreased
and the concentration of IgG and IgA declined after Ramadan fast
compared before Ramadan, but it did not slip below the normal range
[10]. Further analysis shows that concentration of IL-6 and TNF-α and
inflammations decreased dramatically during the Ramadan fast related
to the non-fast period [11]. Accordingly, the finding of the analysis
revealed that a healthier lifestyle improve the synaptic activity of the
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immune system. Considering that refusing food while fasting change
the eating behavior and that fasting affects the everyday behaviors of
an individual, it appear that modifying the eating pattern and lifestyle
will be accompanied by fasting. It induces physiological changes in the
body and modulates the immune system as well. In addition fasting can
be used to reduce the likelihood of inflammations and increasing the
cellular activity of the immune system. With the present the health risk
of COVID-19 and the precautions taken by world health organization
(WHO), there is continuing scientific discussion that adult Muslims
should fast or not. In addition, there is not enough evidence prove
that fasting Ramadan negatively impact on immune system or visversa during outbreak of COVID-19 among the Muslim populations.
Therefore, the aim of this study was to fill the previous research gap and
collect all evidence-based immune system related viral infection as well
as, provide understanding of the potential impact of Ramadan fasting
on the immune system during pandemic viral infection.

Discussion
Various factors modulating the immune system, including the
environmental, genetics, and nutrition, can modulate the immune
system, which are briefly described below:

The role of the environment in modulating immune system
Some environmental factors can affect the functioning of the
immune system, resulting in the development of DIT (developmental
immunotoxicology) to assess the impact of chemical, biological,
physical, or physiological factors on the development of the immune
system [12]. Immune factors that modulate the immune system include
exposure to chemicals, infectious diseases, and cloning of parasites and
germs in the body [13]. For example, exposure of a pregnant mother to
certain heavy metals that can cross the placenta can lead to problems
with the baby's immune system [14,15]. The early life of everyone
being is a window of opportunity and vulnerability that affects the
development and evolution of the immune system [13]. The immune
system is a system of flux after adaptation which is created by being
in various conditions and limitations. Although the pressure of natural
selection has driven the evolution of the immune system, in recent
years we have also rapidly changed our environment [16]. Another
example of an immune system modifier is the exposure to the fungus
Aspergillus flavus, which can infect edible seeds and produces aflatoxin
B1. This toxin is directly toxic to the immune system and, after being
metabolized by the body's oxidation system, is converted to an active
mutagenic-carcinogen with immunotoxicity that increases the chances
of developing advanced cancer [17].

The role of nutrition in modulating immune system
The consumption or non-consumption of certain vitamins and
nutrients is effective in the functioning of the immune system. Based
on the previous studies, diet, especially from infancy, can play a crucial
role in preventing allergies, especially in the first 10 years of life [18].
Dietary diversity is thought to affect allergy symptoms by influencing
the microbiome and the immune system. The change in the immune
system is due to a combination of antigen tolerance mechanisms such as
B and T regulatory cells, immune-regulatory cytokines, and suppressed
IgE antibodies [19]. Studies of dietary patterns during pregnancy
also suggest that eating a Mediterranean diet may reduce eczema and
wheezing in children [20]. On the other hand, vitamins such as A, B6,
B12, D, C, E, and folic acid, rare elements such as zinc, iron, selenium,
magnesium, and copper, play an important and supplementary role in
supporting the innate and acquired immune system. The deficiencies in
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these elements and vitamins can lead to reduced resistance to infections
[21]. Other foods that support the immune system, especially in
inflammatory responses, are omega-3 fatty acids [22]. These vitamins
and nutrients are needed for the development and sustainability of
physical barriers, production and activity of antimicrobial proteins,
growth, differentiation, and motility of intracellular cytotoxins,
phagocytosis, and killing activities of neutrophils and macrophages. For
example, the role of vitamin C is to support the function of epithelial
barriers, the growth and function of innate and acquired immune cells
by migrating white blood cells to the site of infection, phagocytosis,
microbial killing, and antibody production. The role of vitamin D is
also in many immune cells that have vitamin D receptors and affect
their function after binding to ligands. For instance, they increase
the differentiation of monocytes into macrophages and enhance their
killing capacity, modulating the production of inflammatory cytokines,
and supporting antigen delivery. Therefore, vitamin D metabolites
are used to regulate the production of specific antimicrobial proteins
that directly kill pathogens and may help to reduce the infection in
the lungs [23,24]. Lack of nutrients containing essential fatty acids
such as eicosapentaenoic acid (EPA), docosahexaenoic acid (DHA),
and omega-3 fatty acids can lead to delays or reduced inflammation
accuracy, which can be important in COVID-19 pathogenesis [25,26].
Zinc deficiency can also lead to impaired in the formation, activity, and
maturation of lymphocyte, disruption of intracellular communication
through cytokines, and impaired intrinsic defense. Its deficiency,
especially in children, leads to increased diarrhea and respiratory
complications [27,28].

The role of genetics in modulating immune system
The immune system is very active in some people, while in others
is less so. As Pastor Scientists have shown, there is a difference in how
populations react to infection which leads to people prone to certain
diseases, and these responses are largely controlled by genetics and
natural selection plays an important role in the formation of immune
profiles. They also proved that the genetic inheritance that Neanderthals
(a species of extinct humans associated with the European Ice Age)
passed on to Europeans affected their ability to respond to viral
challenges. The range of immune responses in Africans and Europeans
varies, especially for genes involved in inflammatory and antiviral
responses. These differences can be largely attributed to a variety of
genetic differences that modulate the expression of immune genes.
The findings also show that some populations are exposed to diseases
such as lupus, which is more common in Africa than in Europe.
Nearly 4% of modern European genomes are of Neanderthal origin,
with mutations that have been passed on to Europeans. For example,
mutations that affect immune response control, such as mutations
that modify gene expression in response to viral infections and this
mutation gives the population the advantage of inheriting it [29]. On
the other hand, other research has illustrated that genetic differences
in the human immune system may affect the susceptibility or severity
of infection by acute respiratory syndrome Coronavirus 2 [30]. ACE2
(angiotensin-converting enzyme-2) is a gene encoding the converting
enzyme angiotensin, which is a receptor for the SARS-COV virus and
the Human coronavirus NL63 (HCoV-NL63) [31,32]. The findings
suggest that ACE2 gene polymorphism may be associated with higher
levels of ACE2 in East Asian populations. Analysis of the single-strand
RNA sequence of Asian donors shows that there is a higher rate of
ACE2 expression in the Asian population than in American-African
donors [33]. In contrast, the analysis of ACE2 expression using RAN
sequence and microarray information of the lung tissue of the control
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group suggests that there is no significant difference between Asian and
Caucasian race or male and female sex [34]. Studies have shown that
the difference in the distribution of allele frequencies (AF) of eQTLS
for ACE2 in different populations indicates the diversity of ACE2
expression patterns in populations and that there is a relative difference
in QTLS AFs between East and South Asia. It can lead to differences in
the expression of ACE2 in different populations and races in Asia [35].
On the other hand, the microbiome in the gut and other organs have
vital effects on the human immune system in both health and disease.
Normal flora does not have the same effects on the host the immune
system in all organisms, but in some, it is more important and has
significant effects [36].

Fasting versus eating states and immune system
Among many other elements affecting the immune system, a
significant one is the food humans eat [37]. Eating patterns can influence
in boosting of the immune system, it is vital to know the practical and
scientific complications of eating patterns such as low-calorie diets
during fasting [38]. The caloric restriction and fasting improve the
health of overweight people and enhance their immune function [39].
Moreover, researches have shown that short-term starvation sensitizes
tumors to chemotherapy and can reduce chemotherapy-associated
toxic side effects, that protect normal cells, comprise stem cells, and
immune cells [40]. Many studies prove that human cells have got more
resistance to toxins by prolonging fasting up to 48–120 hours [41-44].
On the other hand, some studies show the role of eating healthy food
to supply vigorous immunity against viral infection and decrease the
risk of infection [45]. Several investigations indicate the critical role of
fasting to enhances the innate immunity under the control of endocrine
system by elevation of cytokine especially IL-1α in healthy fasting
human compared to healthy non-fasting ones [38,46,47]. Fasting leads
to an increase in B cell immunity [48], interferon-ϒ in plasma [49], and
white blood cells especially neutrophil, natural killer-cell and monocyte
activity [50]. The intermittent fasting shows a positive effect to reduce
inflammation and enhances killing ability of macrophages against
Mycobacterium tuberculosis [5]. Overall, the Ramadan and all forms of
fasting could turn in the favor of immune system if practiced in healthy
regiments and maintenance of balanced nutritional diets.

Dehydration and immune system
Dehydration is commonly describe a deﬁcit of water from all ﬂuid
compartments of the body which can cause hypovolemic shock [51].
Researches have shown non-energetic resources and significantly water
can directly modulate the immune system [52,53]. Ramadan fasting
induce decreased extracellular electrolytes especially Na+ and Cl- as a
result of body ﬂuid restriction due to the fasting [54]. Several studies
demonstrate that total body dehydration depress the immune system
[55,56]. In addition, severe dehydration decreases the neutrophil
function and immunoglobulins such as IgA, IgG, IgM [57]. Some study
demonstrates that dehydration decreases lymphocyte cells in lymphoid
organs by contrast increase in destructive cells and inhibiting the process
of cell mitoses [58]. Meanwhile, some other study indicate that the
dehydration can enhance the innate immunity [52]. Moreover, recent
study have approved development of innate immune performance
during dehydration in adult reptiles [59]. Also, some evidence show
that dehydration leads to increased concentration of immune proteins
[52,60]. On the other hand, dehydration remains the causative factor
of cellular shrinkage [61,62]. Although, some studies suggest possible
positive effects of dehydration on the immune function, yet, it is
important to the people who fast to avoid severe dehydration because
of the higher risks that may endanger life.
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Ramadan fasting and risk of infection
Most researches conducted on the out-turn of fasting took a reduced
calorie intake into consideration and run down other potential facts
regarding the possibility of dehydration and airways dryness [63]. As
Ramadan fasting includes complete refrain from all drinks and foods
for one month period, the outcomes of most researches on intermittent
fasting could not be simply generalized to Ramadan fasting. Fasting
from dawn to dusk causes dry mouth and dry throat that is claimed
to be linked with an increase in susceptibility of catching an infection.
Although, this claim remains arguable by religious and some health
authorities, yet, the evidence is neither conclusive nor incontrovertible
[64]. As the body’s immune function is directly a depending factor on
nutrient balances in the human body, it’s even more salient to achieve this
nutrition balanced during a pandemic that has no promising treatment
[45]. Innumerable studies that conducted over the effect of Ramadan
fasting on the immune function changes showed no immune function
malfunctions [65]. Conversely, many studies suggest Ramadan fasting
can boost the immune system’s potential in fighting infections. This can
be interpreted as a result of an increase in some immunoglobulins like
IgA [66]. Furthermore, many complement system’s elements show an
elevation during fasting Ramadan, these elevations of elements such as
(C4) lead to preventing the risk of infecting so many microorganisms
to the people who fast [67]. Some clinical evidence proved these
immunoprotective effects of fasting. In one study by Lahdimawan
and collagenous, the effect of Ramadan fasting on preventing healthy
individuals from tuberculosis and increasing the protection in
tuberculosis patients is shown [68]. Yet, as promising as these results
may look, still, there are many alarms to be aware of regarding fasting.
Many other studies present some of the adverse results of fasting. In a
study, Develioglu et al. suggest IgG levels were being reduced as a result
of Ramadan fasting [65]. Moreover, in accordance with some studies
over groups of patients with chronic diseases, fasting has various
effects. Diabetic patients are at risk of developing complications from
fasting, so they should not fast. Meanwhile, fasting has not shown any
significant effect on diarrheal patients. Acquired immunodeficiency
syndrome (AIDS) patients if fasted should receive extra care during
and after fasting. Fasting doesn’t affect the effectiveness of antihelminthic treatments, while for ulcer patients, it is not recommended
to fast due to the higher risks of developing complications as a result
[69]. As for fasting during COVID-19 pandemic, the literature is not
conclusive in whether fasting Ramadan elevates the infection risk or
not. Besides, as we have mentioned prior, the dry throat might increase
the susceptibility of infecting a virus, yet no evidence proved this claim
for COVID-19 as well [64]. Therefore, this confusion in literature led
to general and specialized people to adopt their own approaches in
deciding the feasibility of fasting during a pandemic. Correspondingly,
people with higher risks of infection including elderly and frail need
to refrain themselves from fasting to steer clear of potential livethreatening consequences.

Ramadan fasting and oxidative stress
The oxidative stress is a state in which free radicals and reactive
oxygen species are in excess compared to the cells ability to detoxify their
effect by anti-oxidant mechanisms [70]. Oxidative stress participates
mainly in many human diseases such as hypertension, cardiovascular,
cancer, pulmonary, neurological, liver, and renal diseases, besides its
role in the aging process [71]. Throughout the literature, it is believed
that fasting is good for health, especially it reduces the production
of reactive oxygen species and free radicals [72]. However, evidence
manifested a large scope of health benefits other than taking the edge
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of free-radical production [8]. In a study by Faris et al. the impact of
Ramadan fasting on oxidative stress is measured through urinary15F2t
Isoprostane which is a compound similar to prostaglandin and used
as a sensitive biomarker assessing of oxidative stress [73]. The results
of the study show the impact of Ramadan fasting on oxidative stress
to be linked to the body weight, after the Ramadan, participants of the
study re-gained weight in a statistically significant way, as a result, the
oxidative stress markers elevated in a statistically significant manner
as well [73]. The outcomes of that study suggest that, practicing
Ramadan or intermitted fasting does not result in reduced exposure
to the oxidative stress, unless accompanied by substantial lifestyle
changes and healthy eating behavior maintains a healthy body weight
[73]. As COVID-19 complications become more obvious, many studies
suggest that a significant etiology of the disease is the generation of
oxidative stress [70]. Since elderly patient and patient with chronic lung
diseases are among high-risk groups of COVID-19 [74], it’s important
to quantify the effect of fasting in association with a risk assessment
to COVID-19. The impacts of Ramadan intermittent fasting on
biomarkers for Oxidant/Antioxidant Stress to elderly male patients with
stable conditions of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD)
has been assessed in a study conducted by Mrad and collagenous. Two
oxidative stress biomarkers (thiobarbituric acid reactive substances
[TBARS, μmol/L], and homocysteine [μmol/L]) with five antioxidant
stress biomarkers (catalase [U/ml], superoxide dismutase [SOD, ng/
ml], zinc [µmol/L], ceruloplasmin [g/L], albumin [g/L]) measured
through the course of Ramadan in three stages, before, in the end, and
after Ramadan every day after iftar. However, finding observed form the
study, showed no statistically significant induce of Ramadan fasting on
the neither oxidative nor anti-oxidant stress biomarkers or the clinical
status of COPD patients [75]. Although, Ramadan intermittent fasting
proved beneficent to control an elevation of malondialdehyde (MDA)
oxidative stress biomarker [76]. Yet, the result of another systematic
review that included 7 studies conducted on athletics, 13 studies on
nonathletic but healthy precipitants, and 10 studies on non-healthy
subjects by RJ Shephard, concluded the influence of the Ramadan
intermittent fasting to be of minimal influence on the oxidative/antioxidant stress biomarkers in athletes. While the benefit of fasting was
more for healthy nonathletic individuals and patient groups [77].
Therefore, the beneficence of Ramadan fasting to reduce oxidative stress
and improve antioxidant status is not merely related to the fasting, but
controlled by many other factors including lifestyle, body weight and
general health status of the fasting person.

Conclusion
So many justifiable concerns arise to the consequences of
refraining the body from essential nutrients and fluids for prolonged
periods of time through a day. Especially this practice might intricate
the health status of selected groups including the elderly and people
having chronic diseases. On the flip side, many studies suggest that
intermittent fasting boost the immune response of the body towards
infections. These conflicting data over the interconnection between
practicing fasting and body’s immune function evinces how interesting
and complicated relation it is? Nourishment is the principal necessity
for humans to pull through life, the immune system is majorly affected
by nutrient dosage, types, and qualities. Nevertheless, many studies
proved that intermittent fasting improves immune cell abilities for
killing pathogens. It is well known that dehydration causes many
serious health threats including immune function to depress yet, some
evidence shows the innate immunity improvements as a result of
dehydration. There is no conclusive evidence regarding the relationship
between fasting and increasing or decreasing the risk of catching a virus
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or improving oxidative/antioxidant stress status as well. So, Muslims
who practice fasting during pandemic face a circumstance in which no
concrete scientific evidence proves the safety or danger of this religious
practice.
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